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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh

Group Publisher
Contact Doug

After nearly eight years as editor, on August 1, I succeeded my longtime colleague, mentor, and friend,

Chris Luke, as publisher of Snack Food & Wholesale Bakery. The two of us have been a team for years,

overseeing multiple publications in BNP Media’s food, beverage, and packaging division, addressing

market dynamics and opportunities for growth across multiple industry segments. For me, those areas

now include dairy, meat and poultry, candy and confectionery, and packaging, in addition to snacks and

baked goods here on SF&WB. Collectively, this broad-based perspective provides valuable, informative

context to our endeavors.

STRATEGIC GROWTH

Image courtesy of Peach_iStock via iStock / GettyImagesPlus

This is my life’s work. I’m nearly three decades down my career path in food publishing, truly following

food from �eld to fork, and I relish every moment. The opportunity to continue curating Snack Food &

Wholesale Bakery, a seasoned publication with roots that date back over a century to the early days of

the modern American snack and bakery industry itself, is an honor.

On the surface, not much will change. I’m carrying my reader-driven industry coverage with me into my

publisher’s role, continually digging deeper to better understand the top challenges within the snack and

bakery industry while shining a spotlight on the new supply-chain innovations that will help solve those

very same challenges. It’s about continual improvement, identifying opportunities to grow, improve, and

embrace strategic investment.

And I’m still a writer. I’ll continue to write about the companies that comprise our audience, listening and

learning along the way. I’ll report monthly on market and category dynamics. There’s always more to learn

about our wonderful world of food, fueling our journey.

To that end, I’d encourage you to reach out and connect. I’d love to hear about your challenges—and

success stories. Together, we can continue to drive the industry forward and �nd opportunities for growth.

SF&WB

SEND AN EMAIL TO SF&WB
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COVER STORY

CHEF-INSPIRED

Hen of the Woods o�ers upscale kettle chips for discerning snackers.

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh, Group Editorial Director

Not all potato chips are created equal. And competition among up-and-coming chip brands is �erce in

this highly mature retail snack segment valued at $8.9 billion, per IRI, Chicago. In chips, a select few

companies and longstanding legacy brands dominate annual sales and market share.

AT A GLANCE

Company: Hen of the Woods Snack Foods

Headquarters: Cincinnati

Product: Potato Chips, Dip Seasonings,

Chocolate Bars

Website: www.henofthewoodsotr.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Nick Marckwald, CEO/Founder 

Brady DeLong, COO/Sales & Marketing

Manager 

Jason Dranschak, CFO/Production

Manager/Logistics Manager

For companies striving to make their mark in the chip segment, every detail can lead to a potential point of

di�erentiation—especially when a snack company has chefs leading the charge. And it’s through chef-

driven �avor where Cincinnati’s Hen of the Woods Snack Foods truly shines—and continues to gain

ground in the sales race.

CHEF-DRIVEN INNOVATIONS

Hen of the Woods is a chef-led company. “Hen of the Woods originally was going to be a to a restaurant

and market concept in Cincinnati,” says Brady DeLong, COO/sales & marketing manager, Hen of the

Woods Snack Foods. It was also a way to raise capital. “We started making the kettle chips to provide a

little bit of revenue during pre-development days,” he says.

The Hen of the Woods team, from left to right: Brady DeLong, COO/Sales & Marketing Manager; Nick Marckwald,

CEO/Founder; Jason Dranschak, CFO/Production Manager/Logistics Manager

The �rst product from Hen of the Woods was a Red Wine Vinegar kettle chip. But it was too tasty to stand

alone. Good ideas like to grow, and one �avor soon became four. “What started o� as one �avor for a bar

snack at one restaurant quickly changed to four �avors for a friend of ours who was opening a new café

concept,” says DeLong. “That �rst �avor, Red Wine Vinegar, is still our most-popular �avor today.” Hen of

the Woods released those �rst four �avors in 2014.

Today, Hen of the Woods o�ers a range of six chef-inspired kettle chip �avors, as well as a range of dip

seasoning packets designed to make complementary dips for the chips. The company also o�ers salty-

sweet chocolate bars texturized with its crunchy sea salt kettle chips.

“For us, �avor is everything,” says DeLong. “No marketing, no data, no packaging—nothing—can make up

for a bad-tasting product. We still develop each one of our �avors in-house. We painstakingly tweak the

salt, the acid, the sweetness, the heat, the texture—every aspect—until it’s pretty much perfect in our eyes.”

Nick Marckwald, CEO/founder, is the primary tinkerer at the �avor innovation stage of product

development, notes DeLong. He’ll blend a few options in house and provide samples to DeLong and

Jason Dranschak, CFO/production manager/logistics manager. Then each member of the team provides

independent feedback.

“From there, adjustments are made until we all agree on a formula,” says DeLong.

While Hen of the Woods develops unique takes for its kettle chip �avors, they are still somewhat familiar.

“We call our approach, ‘Elevated takes on the classics,’” says DeLong. Some �avors, like barbecue or sour

cream, are obligatory and expected. “It’s the culinary depth of the �avors that makes them stand out,” he

notes.

The Hen of the Woods Red Wine Vinegar chips, the company’s �rst commercialized product, set the bar

high. Back when DeLong and Marckwald were working in restaurants together, they would slice potatoes

into thick, kettle-style chips and soak them in red wine vinegar overnight. The chips would then get a turn

in the salad spinner before hitting the fryer. Today, red wine vinegar powder supplants the soak, but the

attention to detail in development preserves the �avor.

“It’s very easy to go �nd a �avor house, walk in, and say you want a spicy, cheesy chip, for example,’ says

DeLong. “Then they give you a �ve di�erent options and you pick one of those �ve. That’s not how we go

about it.”

Hen of the Woods sources all of the raw materials for its products for its own �avor development process.

“We do all of our own �avor blending,” says DeLong. “Then we get unseasoned chips from our co-

manufacturer and decide on what kind of application percentage we want.”

The �avor testing process involves developing multiple variations, with a range of �avor intensities,

acidity, etc., notes DeLong. “We still tweak all of those things internally. Once we internally get to a point

where we’re really happy with the �avor and feel like we have a �nished product, we then solicit the help

of our blending partners.” At that point, the �avor supplier partner helps them scale up the product while

maintaining the established gold-standard �avor.

But even once the team has tapped a �nal solution for a chip �avor, it isn’t etched into stone. Ongoing

�avor improvements are part of the process for Hen of the Woods. “Even to this day, we’re still changing

�avor blends that we’ve been using for years,” says DeLong. “The only blend that has never changed is the

Red Wine Vinegar blend. It just hits that perfect �avor simplicity. It’s our No. 1 �avor.”

DeLong notes that most of the tweaks to the �avor pro�les are so minor that the consumer would never

notice—but the Hen of the Woods team knows the di�erence.

The Carolina BBQ �avor is on its 38th iteration, notes DeLong. “We’ve tried 38 di�erent versions of that chip

to get to where we are today. We’re still tweaking, we’re always evolving—especially in current times with

a supply chain that continues to be challenging,” he says. Dairy, in particular, has proven challenging, for

the Buttermilk & Chive and White Cheddar Jalapeño varieties.

The complete �avor lineup at Hen of the Woods currently includes:

Buttermilk & Chive

Carolina BBQ

Everything Bagel

Red Wine Vinegar

Sea Salted

White Cheddar Jalapeño

The newest �avor is White Cheddar Jalapeño, released in 2020.

The company’s dip spice packets, designed to mix with the consumer’s own sour cream, yogurt, or similar

base, include:

Bu�alo Ranch

Buttermilk Ranch

Chipotle Ranch

Everything Bagel

Jalapeño Cheddar

Hen of the Woods even dips its toe into seasonings for products outside of the snack market with a

Bourbon Barrel Smoked Spice Blend, featuring black peppercorns that have been smoked with the

bourbon barrel staves from premier Kentucky distilleries.

Two chocolate bars round-out the Hen of the Woods product lineup:

Sea Salted Milk Chocolate Crunch Bar (36% cocoa)

Sea Salted Dark Chocolate Crunch Bar (55% cocoa)

FURTHER POINTS OF DIFFERENTIATION

Even the new Hen of the Woods packaging for its chips brings uniqueness to the shelf. “Simply put, there’s

nothing else like it,” says DeLong. Look around the salty snacks aisle, and you’ll see one product after

another that’s a glossy bag with a photo of the product on it, and a buzzword or two on the front of pack,

he notes. “To us, having a photo of the product on the bag is like having a photo of the dish on the menu at

The French Laundry. It’s unnecessary.”

The packaging redesign started in September 2021 and was unveiled in May. Hen of the Woods worked

with fellow Cincinnatians Holotype to develop an updated logo and a unique, two-tone matte and

iridescent metallic packaging layout that stands out on the shelf.

“The new packaging is so unique with its metallic look, a two-tone aspect, that’s de�nitely popping o� the

shelf,” says DeLong.

The packaging design updates also included increasing the size of the Hen of the Woods logo to make it

more memorable and impactful. “We also increased the size of the �avor name, as that’s the unique thing

about what’s inside and what separates us—the �avors,” says DeLong.

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGIES

Initially, Hen of the Woods test-marketed its chips at local events. After receiving positive feedback, the

team decided to expand.

Today, Hen of the Woods maintains a strong local and regional presence, operating its own direct-store

delivery (DSD) route in the greater Cincinnati area. Other paths of distribution travel to various points

across the country. But the goal isn’t to reach everyone and anyone.

“At one point in time, we were of the mantra that we should just open doors. We were truly national, with a

couple thousand retailers all across the country,” says DeLong. “Since then, we have really reined that in

for what we see as more of a regional approach. The majority of our distribution is from the Atlantic

seaboard over to the Mississippi.” He notes the strategy is to increase distribution in this expanded region,

aiming more for an approach that goes a mile deep before going a mile wide—not necessarily getting into

more doors, but garnering more product scans at the checkout.

“We really focus on the strategy of creating more brand awareness in the regions where we have solid

saturation,” says DeLong.

Hen of the Woods doesn’t see every store or grocery chain as an ideal �t for the products. “First and

foremost, the product needs to �t with the customer base,” says DeLong. “We are a premium product, and

while priced competitively, we know from our years of experience that we do the best in areas with

younger shoppers, more-adventurous shoppers, and in stores that carry more natural or organic products.

And while we are creating our path to becoming coast-to-coast, when it comes to chain group retailers,

we are still focused on growing outward from our home region in a sustainable way. So retailers we

approach are typically in that footprint.”

Recently, Hen of the Woods has seen a strong growth trajectory through natural supermarket chain Whole

Foods Market, notes DeLong.

But the Hen of the Woods distribution strategy looks beyond the grocery store to other channels. The

company also seeks to reach consumers at their favorite brewery or lunchtime café—in trusted, intimate

settings, notes DeLong. This builds consumer engagement and builds brand fans.

While the Hen of the Woods distribution model is more regionally focused these days, the snack

producer does have distribution in almost every U.S. state, notes DeLong.

Online reach is also essential in today’s omnichannel retail environment. “We do some pretty creative

things on social media to build our relationship with our independent retailers,” says DeLong. One example

is the company’s “spotlights” segments. “Almost every Wednesday, we highlight an independent business

that carries our products, and we share a bit about their backstory, what’s important to them and what

makes them unique. The point is to showcase the folks out there making it happen, employing their

neighbors, and supporting small businesses like ours.”

COMMUNITY-MINDED

Hen of the Woods launched its Out of the Woods community initiative earlier this year. It’s comprised of

initiatives and projects where Hen of the Woods partners with leaders and nonpro�t organizations, locally,

regionally, and nationally. Areas of involvement include the local community, climate change and

sustainability, and food entrepreneurship support.

“Many companies choose community partners or charity work just for the inherent marketing perks that

come along with that,” says DeLong. “What separates us is our unique approach to the fundraising and

how we participate in the process.” Out of the Woods allows room for partnering nonpro�t organizations

to take individualized approaches, including e-commerce campaigns, creating their own branded

product, or just a direct donation without any publicity.

“For now, we are looking at organizations that are close to home and serving our own communities,” says

DeLong. “We focus on initiatives that are more basic needs, mental health, and children-centric.”

Earlier this year, Out of the Woods partnered with Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, donating 100% of the Hen

of the Woods website sales proceeds from the month of February, notes DeLong.

Another initiative involved planting a tree for every online order placed through the website. “We can plant

the tree, but we also give the customer the opportunity to plant the tree,” says DeLong. “Due to our

proximity to the Appalachian Mountains, we have focused on planting in that region.”

Out of the Woods also gives back to the industry by supporting emerging entrepreneurs. “This is actually

how Out of the Woods was born,” says DeLong. “When we �rst started our transition from chefs to CPG

operators, we had no clue what we were doing, where we were going, and who would help us. We were

living in a silo for years, and it was very challenging. While today there are de�nitely more resources for

budding food entrepreneurs, there still isn’t much of a network or resources in our home region of

Cincinnati.” However, he notes Out of the Woods has identi�ed a few great organizations as partners, with

news on those opportunities coming in the near future.

“Ultimately, we want help folks wherever and whenever we can,” says DeLong. “Making it in this industry is

incredibly challenging, and many of the early pitfalls are avoidable if you have someone to call and to talk

to who’s been there and done that. I love talking with people in the early stages and sharing tips, systems,

processes, trade secrets, etc. I’d love to have a toolbox built that anyone can download and use.”

RECENT LEARNINGS

“We learned a lot during the pandemic,” says DeLong. “Much of what we learned was what we could go

without and what was really important to us. We learned how resilient our small business partners were,

and when they all came back swinging, we were right there, ready to provide them with amazing products

and service. We saw some of our best growth during the pandemic, but in di�erent places than most

companies.”

DeLong notes many CPG brands doubled down on e-commerce and o�ered one-time deals and

promotions in big box retailers. Hen of the Woods took a slightly di�erent approach. “We focused on

making our products easily accessible for small independent businesses. With those businesses, you

build relationships, you stick around, and you stand out. We also expanded our e-commerce o�erings

simply to meet the customer where they were at the time.” However, he notes that as the shift has gone

back to brick-and-mortar retail for grocery purchases, the company scaled back that approach. 

If you have a great product and o�er a great wholesale customer experience, the right businesses will �nd

you organically and by word of mouth, suggests DeLong. “Our calculated approach is working and it’s

pro�table, so we’re sticking with the model.”  SF&WB
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NEW PRODUCTS

Cake mix

CO N AGRA BRAN DS, IN C.

Cobbler Mille Crêpes cake

L ADY M

British cake brand debuts in U.S.

M R KIPL IN G

Italian desserts
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INCLUSIONS

INGREDIENTS

THE BOTTOM LINE

Consumers look for healthy
but indulgent inclusions
Unique inclusions
Fruit, vegetable, nuts

inclusions popular

INDULGENTLY HEALTHY

New fruit, vegetable, and chocolate inclusions balance better-for-

you with indulgence.

Joyce Friedberg, Contributing Writer

Inclusions such as fruits, vegetables and chocolate can add

another dimension of visual appeal, �avor, and texture to snacks

and baked goods. Jaina Wald, vice president marketing, Puratos

USA, Pennsauken, NJ, notes seeing strong interest in inclusions

that add a unique element to traditional snacks and bakery

products. “Consumers are gravitating towards surprising textures,

like a cocoa nib in a soft brownie, or a �lling that crackles inside a

traditional tru�e, as a way of driving excitement. Grains and seeds

are also generating a lot of interest as it creates a more complex

taste experience, especially if those grains include an on-trend

�avor like sourdough. We also see growing interest in sustainable

inclusions, especially plant-based, as consumers increasingly align

their food with their values.”

Puratos Taste Tomorrow is the company’s proprietary research program, which conducts in-depth

consumer research globally to understand consumers’ habits and preferences in bakery, patisserie, and

chocolate. This research helps derive valuable insights and identi�es current and future trending topics.

Wald shares some highlights from recent research:

Puratos’ Taste Tomorrow research shows that 67% of U.S. consumers say they like to try food with new

and interesting textures. Inclusions are a critical way to deliver this texture.

When consumers were asked about their perception of the tastiness and healthiness of ingredients in

bread, sweet goods and chocolate, the following emerged as “power ingredients,” perceived as both

tasty and healthy:

Bread Ingredients: Grains and seeds

Sweet Goods: Fresh fruits, dried fruits, seeds, nuts, vegetables

Chocolate: Superfruits (acai berries, chia, goji), nuts, seeds, fruit �llings

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE INCLUSIONS

Fruit and vegetable inclusions can meet at the intersection of wellness and indulgence. Catherine Hogan,

category marketing lead, bakery and bars, cereal & confectionary, IFF Nourish, South Brunswick, NJ, notes

uniting the consumer desire for health and wellness with indulgence is a key trend in the sweet snacking

space. IFF has conducted consumer research exploring the Future of Indulgence and Global Snacking;

Hogan shares a few relevant insights from the survey:

Globally, consumers agree they’d be more likely to try a snack with real fruit, vegetables, or nut

inclusions

Fruit inclusions provide added sensorial impact through color, texture, and �avor that increases

consumer perception of craveability, freshness, comfort, satisfaction, naturalness, and memorability

TAURA by IFF and is a global manufacturer of high value-added fruit pieces, �akes, and pastes. “Our fruit

ingredients are made using a unique process and are designed to deliver stability, low water activity, great

�avor, texture, and color. These inclusions can help support bene�ts to consumers, and help food

manufacturers provide appealing labels, supporting claims such as made from 100% fruit or vegetable

derived ingredients, no added sugar, and free from arti�cial �avors, colors, and preservatives. TAURA by

IFF inclusions also provide food manufacturers with great functionality, process stability, ease of use, and a

safe and secure supply,” shares Sarah Cauley, principal designer, IFF Nourish, South Brunswick, NJ, USA.

TAURA by IFF fruit and vegetable inclusions can be customized to meet any size, format or �avor and are

applicable in cereals, granola, trail mix, bars, chocolate, confections, mu�ns, and breads.

In June, the company launched TAURA Upcycled Cacao Fruit Inclusions. “TAURA’s technology enables

lovers of cacao fruit to experience its unique, refreshingly zesty, fruity �avor, and natural sweetness in a

range of healthy snacking options and indulgent chocolate products,” explains Cauley.

Courtesy of Puratos

A sub-brand under the TAURA by IFF umbrella is Bakefruit. The Bakefruit range (pastes) are designed for

baking, are free from arti�cial colors, �avors and preservatives, and o�er a delicious taste and aroma, with

a shelf life up to 12 months. These ingredients can be used in a broad array of bakery products including:

cakes, biscuits, cookies, mu�ns, breads, and brioches and are Halal, Kosher certi�ed, and 100% vegetarian.

Puratos has an exciting new innovative product the company will be launching in 2023, Smoobees, a

range of plant-based, soft �lling pearls made with real fruit. Jessica Blondeel, product director, patisserie,

Puratos USA describes this new product, “Smoobees allow bakers to reinvent cakes and other desserts

without the need for special injection equipment. Smoobees hold their pearl shape and soft jammy

texture during mixing, baking and freezing, resulting in an attractive and tasty creation. Their low water

activity makes them suited for fresh or packaged treats, so bakers don’t have to worry about, for example,

a blueberry mu�n getting moldy, any fruit inclusions ‘bleeding,’ or the mu�n getting soggy due to water

migration. The bene�t to the consumer is having a �lling pearl in every bite. These new products will be

available in strawberry, lemon and caramel �avors.”

With consumers being more mindful of their health and well-being and making healthier food choices,

fruits are an ideal ingredient because they can provide natural goodness, have nutritional value, and are

label-friendly.

Jeannie Swedberg, director of customer

development and marketing, Tree Top Ingredients,

Selah, WA, points out that people tend to think about

pumpkin as a seasonal item, but it's truly versatile

and can be bene�cial as an ingredient year-round.

Pumpkin ingredients can add a nutritional

component, �ber, natural sweetness and even color.

The company recently launched its newest fruit

ingredient Pumpkin Flake Powder.

“Pumpkin is a nutritional powerhouse packed with an

impressive list of macronutrients, micronutrients,

phytonutrients, and antioxidants, including dietary

�ber, vitamin C, beta carotene, vitamin A, iron, and

potassium. As it’s low calorie and low fat, it can be

used as a healthy alternative to some �our and sugar

in applications to increase nutrient density and

improve the overall nutritionals in a product. It easily

mixes into bakery dough matrices and �llings,” shares

Swedberg. This new ingredient can be used in in a

range of products including bars, mu�ns, cookies,

crackers, and snacks.
Courtesy of Tree Top

Courtesy of Glanbia Nutritionals

“Consumers are looking for foods that can support their pursuit of health, wellness and taking a

preventative approach to meeting these goals. Protein is top of mind for delivering a healthier diet, both

by building a more resilient body and satiating hunger with fewer and more nutritious calories,” explains

Niki Kennedy, director of insights at Glanbia Nutritionals, Chicago. To address these needs the company

launched dairy-based extruded protein crisps and bites for use in snack and bakery applications. The

inclusions provide 74% protein from milk or whey while delivering a crunchy texture. Additional attributes

of these new products include:

Clean �avor requiring no masking

An enjoyable crunch

Visual appeal with consistent shape, size and light color

High levels of protein

These new products are available in multiple sizes and can be used in baked granola, cereal bars or baked

cookies.

CHOCOLATE INCLUSIONS

According to Gretchen Hadden, marketing manager, Cargill Cocoa & Chocolate – North America, success

in today’s snack and bakery marketplace is all about striking the right balance between indulgence and

better-for-you; and chocolate can deliver the best of both worlds. An extensive consumer survey the

company conducted showed the adage “everyone loves chocolate” really rings true. “Chocolate can

delight the senses and transform ordinary baked goods into something quite extraordinary. From classic

chocolate chip morsels, with their nostalgic appeal of home-baked goodness, to the artisan-vibe

associated with irregular-cut chunks, chocolate inclusions play a big role in how consumers perceive

baked goods. At the same time, chocolate inclusions can also help brands appease consumers’ desire for

better-for-you options.” For example, Cargill o�ers both protein and �ber forti�ed compound inclusions.

Another more subtle healthy halo option, is inclusions with a higher cacao content, something the

company research suggests is perceived as more healthful, more premium, and more indulgent. The

company’s semisweet chocolate inclusions o�er a cacao content that ranges from 40% to 52% and their

bittersweet inclusions o�er a cacao content of 60% or more.

“From classic chocolate chip morsels,

with their nostalgic appeal of home-
baked goodness, to the artisan-vibe

associated with irregular-cut chunks,
chocolate inclusions play a big role in

how consumers perceive baked

goods.”

— Gretchen Hadden, marketing manager, Cargill

Cocoa & Chocolate – North America

Another new product that Puratos will be introducing in 2023 is a No Sugar Added 4M Chocolate Chip,

under its Chocolante brand. “The delicious chocolate chip is made with 100% sustainable cocoa through

the Cacao-Trace program, which ensures better �avor and taste through expert fermentation and gives

back $0.05 per pound to the Cacao-Trace cocoa farmers. As a no-sugar added chip, the chip o�ers a

delicious better for you alternative to full sugar chips and makes the perfect addition to cookies, mu�ns,

cakes, and brownies. Bene�ts include better taste, sustainability claims, and lower sugar,” explains Wald. 

Icon Foods o�ers no-sugar-added sugar dark chocolate chips, dark chocolate baking chips, white

chocolate chips, chocolate sprinkles and multi-colored sprinkles. The products are labeled as no added

sugar chocolate �avored drops.  All the products have no added sugar, are keto-friendly and can be used

in cookies, frozen desserts, bake mixes, cakes, breads, bars, and trail mix.

Thom King, CEO of Icon Foods, Portland, OR, shared

the release of the company’s newest product,

ShellBe. ShellBe is a no-added sugar, keto-friendly,

candy-coated chocolate �avored lentil; like an M&M

except with a clean label and no added sugar. The

product is labeled as a no added sugar, candy

coated, chocolate-�avored lentil. ShellBe’s are

available in dark chocolate, white chocolate and

peanut. The product can be used in bars, cookies,

nut butters, frozen desserts, and trail mixes. New

�avors will be launching in Q4 of this year. 

Inclusions can create interesting taste, texture, and

appearance and also deliver the right balance

between better-for-you and the indulgence for

which consumers are looking. SF&WBCourtesy of Icon Foods
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DIVIDERS, DEPOSITORS, AND

ROUNDERS

PROCESSING

THE BOTTOM LINE

Better automation for machines

Servo-driven direction

Upgraded sanitation

Snack food and wholesale bakery companies in the market for

dough-handling equipment such as dividers, depositors, and

rounders have been increasingly focused on machines that

provide greater automation, along with the corollary e�ciency

and labor savings.

DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Depositors are being updated with more servo-based o�erings.

Ed Finkel, Contributing Writer

“We’re trying to take some of the variables out of the operator’s hands,” says Bruce Campbell, vice

president, dough processing technologies at AMF Bakery Systems, Richmond, VA. Those include recipe

formulas, scaling, and pan guides for its dividers, he says. “Everything self-adjusts.”

Sha�er, Urbana, OH, has automated its divider-hoppers in such a way as to alert the mixer that it’s time to

start the next batch, says Andrew McGhie, director of sales. “In 70% to 80% of bakeries, that’s still

something the operator has to activate,” he says. “The only time the operator actually gets involved is

when it’s time to add minor ingredients. … With the pandemic, it’s of more interest to the customers to push

the envelope on automation.”

Uni�ller Systems, Delta, British Columbia, has updated its depositors with more servo-based o�erings that

eliminate human e�ort while boosting control, says Sonia Bal, director of global marketing. “Servo

technology allows for quick spreading, due to constant speed regardless of pressure,” she says.

“Customers can build and recall recipes, up to 100 stored recipe con�gurations, while the system also

conducts performance monitoring, collecting useful data on production rates, cycles, and deposits.”

Handtmann, Lake Forest, IL, also has moved in the servo-driven direction with its depositors, achieving

labor savings because fewer people are now required to handle changeovers, says Ken Hagedorn, vice

president of bakery sector. “Probably in a matter of �ve or 10 minutes, you can switch from a ham-and-

cheese �lling to apple �lling,” he says. “It’s made for a quick changeover.” SF&WB

APEX UNLEASHES DOUGH-BOTS

The use of robotic automation where “the software is the magic” is a calling card of Apex Motion Control,

Surrey, British Columbia, which works with a number of snack and bakery companies to round and form

snack and bakery products. 

For example, in one scenario involving pizza balls, “The dough is formed and comes down a conveyor,”

says Jamie Bobyk, marketing manager for Apex. “How do they deal with putting it on trays and racks and

going from there? Instead of having a person manually lifting trays, standing and waiting there, they can

repurpose the sta� and put a cobot there.” Once the rack is �lled, a person takes it and moves it into the

system, he says.  

In another, similar use-case, cookie dough comes down into a hopper, it’s cut into “pucks,” and the tray is

fed on one end with Apex’s automated tray feeder. At the end of the line, a “baker-bot” with a clamp takes

it o� and puts it into the rack, Bobyk says. “Once the one rack is �lled, it will automatically sense that and

move a new rack into place,” he says. “It does this all day.” 

With such a semi-autonomous system, a bakery needs just a single person to check up on things, move a

couple racks here and there, and keep busy with other tasks, Bobyk says. “We’ve done work with

companies in the U.S. that have bagel lines, with a baker-bot at the end of the pan, catching the formed

bagels, moving them horizontally or vertically,” he says. “And once you have eight or 10 bagels on that pan,

it moves it from there to get proofed and fried or boiled—however they handle the bagels.” 

Handtmann has upgraded its basic divider to a servo-driven machine with as many as 24 rows across,

Hagedorn says. “The single machine does its job great,” he says. “But the issue is, what do people do

when they want to run multi-rows? You can only have one head coming out of there. The issue is, how do

you get multi-rows out of single heads? … If we divide it into four rows, there’s no guarantee that every

one of those rows is going to be even and accurate.”

The upgraded DS552 is heavy-duty, all-stainless steel and USDA-grade washdown, with attachments

easy to slide o� for changeover and cleaning purposes, Hagedorn says. “You don’t need to be Arnold

Schwarzenegger” to remove parts, he says. “All these things are made to be washdown. Cleanability is

real important. You can take it to a washroom, hose it down and put another component in there.”

The forming tools for the machine are all made to be disassembled, Hagedorn says. “You can put another

attachment on, if you’re changing sizes, or doing something di�erent with cutting or co-extruding, it’s

easier to change the makeup tools for the �nal product,” he says.

COMPANY:

Handtmann

FEATURED PRODUCT:

DS552

AMF Bakery Systems recently completed an extensive redesign of its Advanced Dough Dividers, now

dubbed the Advanced Dough Dividers-Sanitary, or ADD-S, Campbell says. The 30-year-old line has been

upgraded so that it’s “very, very clean; very, very sanitary,” with stainless steel construction and “no

penetrations in the frames where things can harbor,” he says.

“It has an open design, so there’s no belts or chains to worry about having to guard,” he adds. “We also

changed some of the inner workings of the machine so that it handles more of these sti�er products we

have these days, like organic and heavily seeded doughs. It also has improved pre-scaling accuracy,

higher levels of controls and automation setup, interfacing with the plant production systems for visibility

into how the machine is operating.”

On the buns side, AMF has upgraded its AccuPan system to provide features that remove some operator

duties, including automated belt tracking and automated temperature controls, Campbell says. Next will

be an automated, streamlined weighing system that will provide information to the divider to make

individual lane adjustments to maintain scaling, he says.

COMPANY:

AMF Bakery Systems

FEATURED PRODUCT:

ADD-S

Sha�er manufactures dough pumps, chunkers, and conveyors that take the dough from a horizontal mixer

to the divider or former, McGhie says. “The traversing chunker can move between the two mixers,

receiving the dough from each mixer, portioning it into dough chunks and transporting the dough chunks

using vertical and horizontal conveyors to the divider- or former-hopper,” he says. “This can be highly

automated, with the chunker automatically traversing between hoppers.”

The upgrade to automated traversing chunkers helps from a safety point of view because a sta�er

previously would have needed to be stationed between the two mixers to make sure no one got run over,

McGhie says. “Safety and scanning technology has gotten a lot better in the last �ve years,” he says. “Now,

just mounting scanners on the traversing dough chunkers, so basically they can operate automatically. If it

sees a person, it will stop. And then you can hit ‘reset’ and it keeps going. You don’t need to have the

whole area enclosed” for safety purposes.

The automation extends to signals from the divider-hopper that tells the chunker it’s time to chunk more

dough because the divider-hopper is running out. “I’m nearly out of dough here; I’m going to be out of

dough in 10 to 15 minutes,” McGhie explains. “It sends a signal to the mixer to start the next batch.”

COMPANY:

Sha�er

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Automated traversing chunker

Uni�ller has tested and rolled out a line of gluten-free dough depositors that use existing technology but

with functional upgrades to handle various kinds of gluten-free batters, Bal says. “Speci�cally, we’ve been

very successful in portioning and depositing thin pizza crust disks with automation, which is unique to

Uni�ller,” she says.

Other features that Uni�ller has brought forth include a servo-controlled turntable station for the dough

disk deposit, and a mode for adding a ring to the crust, Bal says. “The system can be used standalone for

single portions over or a line,” she says. The system “o�ers versatility to be used for other application with

four depositing modes: depositing, spreading, multi-row, and continuous.”

The system also o�ers a height-adjustable frame, and a PLC control system with touch-screen interface

and 100-recipe storage, Bal says. “The GFP Station repeatedly and consistently deposits gluten-free

dough batters, regardless of batch or deposit speed,” she says.

COMPANY:

Uni�ller

FEATURED PRODUCT:

New GF depositors
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GREEN PACKAGING

PACKAGING

THE BOTTOM LINE

Use of post-consumer recycled materials

Well-designed packaging considers the

overall lifecycle impact

Design for recyclability includes �exible

packaging made from single-source

materials

When setting green/sustainability goals, consumer

packaged goods (CPG) companies are moving

beyond a narrow focus to look holistically and

collaboratively at products, packaging, and

operations. “Collaboration among CPG companies,

materials providers and original equipment

manufacturers is the key and should extend to other

stakeholders,” says Jorge Izquierdo, vice president of

market development for PMMI, Herndon, VA.

A NEW LEVEL

Green equipment and materials present a wide range of features.

Neal Lorenzi, Contributing Writer

Two trends in sustainable packaging are the use of post-consumer recycled materials and materials that

encourage recycling. Well-designed packaging considers the overall lifecycle impact, including avoiding

waste of the product itself. Design for recyclability includes �exible packaging made from single-source

materials that enable recycling. For example, most stand-up pouches are made from di�erent laminated

materials rendering them unrecyclable. However, if the pouch is converted from a single-source material,

it will be recyclable in today’s processes. SF&WB

Formost Fuji, Woodinville, WA, manufactures �ow

wrappers that are designed to increase e�ciency and

help bakery and snack producers achieve their

sustainable packaging solutions. Features such as a

shorter �lm route that reduces material or an obstruction

detection sensor that prevents material waste are a few

of the features that positively impact a bakery’s carbon

footprint. Formost Fuji’s induction heat technology for �n

sealers reduces energy usage, which is a big part of

meeting sustainable goals.

A move toward green packaging solutions has become a

priority as many bakery and snack producers are

beginning to look at all aspects of the line and how they

can improve e�ciency with each piece of equipment,

according to Angela McDaniel, marketing and sales

coordinator. “Looking at challenges with labor and

material costs, as well as achieving sustainability goals,

requires the equipment to o�er improvements in energy

e�ciency and setup and maintenance.”

COMPANY:

Formost Fuji

Syntegon Technology, Waiblingen, Germany, has

developed retro�t solutions for existing machines that allow

manufacturers to process conventional plastics as well as

sustainable options such as paper or mono-material. For

example Syntegon’s “paper-ON-form” retro�t kit for

horizontal packaging machines allows manufacturers to

process paper at speeds comparable to those in

conventional plastic packaging. In addition, Syntegon has

developed a solution for high-throughput mono-material

packaging.

“Paper-based solutions are ideal when examined through

the lens of a circular economy, as they can be recycled and

thus ensure long lifecycles,” says Torsten Sauer, director of

sustainability at Syntegon. “Recent paper developments

provide primary packaging solutions with improved barrier

properties, opening up opportunities for a wide range of

applications that go beyond traditional vertical and

horizontal packaging options, such as paper-based trays for

cookies or paper-based packaging for bars and chocolate.”

COMPANY:

Syntegon

R.A Jones Group, Covington, KY, is striving to adapt its

high-speed pouch machines to run sustainable mono

material webs. Growing consumer demand for

packaging materials that are easily recyclable has

provided su�cient cause for its engineers to solve the

technical challenges associated with these substrates.

Mono material webs require better control of both heat

for sealing and web tension for pouch registration.

Both material and machine designs will continue to

advance in the near future as the green revolution

circles the globe, according to Bob Burkhardt, product

portfolio manager for cartoning, robotics and pouching.

“Besides advancing the sustainable pouch side of our

business, R.A Jones will continue to work with customers

who want to transition away from plastic materials to

more easily recyclable paper-based packaging. Machine

designs will become more advanced in the technologies

to handle a variety of materials, but also in their usage of

utilities.”

COMPANY:

R. A Jones

Amcor Flexibles North America, Oshkosh, WI, o�ers three

paths to green packaging: recycle-ready (mono PE) �lms,

compostable �lms and paper. These materials are available

in a variety of product formats such as �ow-wrap/bar-

wrap, pouch, over-wrap, vertical form/�ll/seal, and lidding.

The company recently introduced AmPrima PE Plus, a

recycle ready, heat-resistant solution for high-speed �ow-

wrap or form/�ll/seal pouching that allows users to run at

commercial line speeds.

“AmPrima PE Plus �lms enable customers to shift to

recycle-ready solutions without compromising on

performance, product appearance or manufacturing

throughput,” says Mary Johnson, director of marketing

communications. “When clean and dry, the �lms can be

collected for recycling curbside or through in-store drop-

o� locations. The �lms also are prequali�ed for the

How2Recycle label.”

COMPANY:

Amcor Flexibles North America

Fortis Solutions Group, Virginia Beach, VA, provides a

wide range of sustainable materials. “A sustainable

package could be de�ned as one with the lowest

environmental impact that still provides the performance

required to market the product within,” says Derek Sims,

director of sales.” Options include pressure-sensitive

labels for PET (polyethylene terephthalate) containers

that wash o� during the recycling process, shrink

sleeves that do not impact the PET recycling process or

de-seam, �exible packaging that contains sustainably

sourced materials, and paperboard folding cartons.”

Fortis Solutions Group has developed a stand-up pouch

that can be recycled at store drop-o� locations. The

single-stream material pouch provides oxygen and

moisture barriers similar to multi-material structures; as

well as sealability, high seal strength integrity and

puncture-resistance. The structure is capable of

receiving the How2Recycle label.

COMPANY:

Fortis Solutions Group

In support of its Close the Loop sustainability goal, Dow

aims to enable all packaging applications to be reusable

or recyclable by 2035. The company has identi�ed

performance targets that must be achieved to enable

all-PE recyclable �lms. The three main categories it is

focusing on are optimizing the machinability, barrier and

abuse performance of �lms.

“We have a strong portfolio of resin solutions to address

these challenges and a multi-generational innovation

pipeline to continue to meet the performance needs of

our partners,” says Michelle Sauder, Dow marketing

director for Food and Specialty Packaging. “We’ve

enjoyed highlighting many of these products through

Dow’s Extreme Packaging Makeover webinar series,

which is a great resource for bakery and snack

producers who are looking for recyclable �lm options for

their products.”

COMPANY:

Dow

Kwik Lok’s Eco-Lok brand helps companies reduce

plastic and their carbon footprint. “In some markets, we

are providing zero percent plastic options,” says Karen

Reed, global director of marketing and communications,

Kwik Lok Corp., Yakima, WA. “If their only goal is to

reduce the use of plastic on a larger scale, Fibre-Lok is

an ideal closure option. Both products have been tested

to be sure that they operate with current Kwik Lok

closing machines and work in the environments for

which they are intended. Renewably sourced, they are

durable to keep food fresh and safe through end of life.”

Reed says its customers need solutions that work with

their existing Kwik Lok equipment. “With global

economic and supply chain pressures, capital

expenditures may not be an option at this time. At Kwik

Lok, we are focused on providing packaging solutions

that customers can run on machines already in place.”

COMPANY:

Kwik Lok Corp.

For many years, Bedford Twist Tie products have been

used to secure product safety and freshness. “We

understand that everyone has di�erent sustainability goals,

so we have developed many di�erent types of twist ties.

We o�er an all paper, paper/plastic, plastic, and even

PolyTwist, a wire-free option,” says Beth Radlo�, marketing

specialist at Bedford Industries, Worthington, MN.

“According to a weight comparison we conducted, the

paper/plastic twist tie (our most popular) uses 86 percent

less plastic than common bakery clips in the industry.”

Beford Industries TagBack program allows consumers to

return their used twist ties to the company. The program

has been well received by retailers and consumers, who

have returned more than 110,000 pounds of materials. “We

o�er free collection boxes to retailers and welcome

conversations with bakery and snack producers who are

interested in leveraging the program for their own

sustainability goals and branding,” Radlo� notes.

COMPANY:

Bedford Industries

Sealstrip Corp., Gilbertsville, PA, has developed

VerdeSeal, a recyclable reseal material that works in-

conjunction with recyclable �exible packaging �lms to

create a complete recyclable package. VerdeSeal can

be utilized in other Sealstrip products such as FreshPak.

“We often get calls about our new VerdeSeal

technology, which uses materials that reduce carbon

footprint and allow for disposal in the same recycle

stream as the package itself,” says Heather Chandler,

president. “Sealstrip applicators and materials can

provide carbon reductions and minimal energy usage in

packaging production. They also are lightweight, and

use less plastic while maintaining functionality.”

Among many new green packaging initiatives happening

today, a multi-client project called NEXTLOOPP, led by

Nextek, is developing polyPRISM technology to sort and

wash polypropylene (PP) containers in order to establish

closed-loop recycling for food-grade PP. “Full-scale

trials have shown separation rates in excess of 99

percent,” Izquierdo says. “The next step is to print the

codes on labels of commercial products to demonstrate

performance in a large-scale trial. The project also is

working toward food-grade accreditation.”

COMPANY:

Sealstrip Corp.
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TRACEABILITY

LOGISTICS

PERFECT RECALL

Manufacturers seek traceability software for maximum e�ciency.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

Traceability is an important facet of warehouses, especially for snack and bakery companies. In the case of

a recall, it is necessary to be able to �nd out where ingredients came from, and how to best quickly

dispose of the a�ected products.

“Today’s de�nition of transparency isn’t the same as it was 20 years ago. Consumer demand, recall

frequency, and regulatory requirements, including the proposed FSMA 204 enhanced traceability rule,

have all contributed to the need for greater visibility and comprehensive supply chain traceability,” says

Katy Jones, chief executive o�cer, FoodLogiQ, Durham, NC.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) de�nes food traceability as “documenting and linking the

production, processing, and distribution chain of food products and ingredients,” she says.

“One of the four pillars of the ‘New Era of Smarter Food Safety’ is tech-enabled traceability. The ultimate

goal is to support end-to-end traceability across our food ecosystems. To that end, FDA is exploring ways

to encourage the adoption of tracing technologies to support supply chain visibility and interoperability.

This will help protect consumers and speed up the identi�cation and removal of products from the

marketplace when necessary,” Jones notes.

A robust, whole chain traceability system employs modern technology to provide food companies with

visibility into their supply chains, she adds.

“In the event of a food recall or safety incident, it would be easier to pinpoint the source of a product, how

far it has traveled, and all the suppliers involved in its journey. This way, you can resolve food safety

incidents faster [and] execute more precise food recalls while reducing waste and improving e�ciency in

the food chain,” Jones comments.

“Consumer demand, recall frequency,

and regulatory requirements,
including the proposed FSMA 204

enhanced traceability rule, have all
contributed to the need for greater

visibility and comprehensive supply

chain traceability.”

— Katy Jones, chief executive o�cer, FoodLogiQ

As part of the “New Era of Smarter Food Safety,” in November 2022, the FDA will �nalize enhanced

traceability requirements in the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) 204 regulation. When the �nal rule

is published, it will be imperative for stakeholders to assess how they are preparing and identify areas of

opportunity for collaboration and information sharing, she says.

“With FoodLogiQ Connect, companies have a comprehensive platform for monitoring food safety

compliance, collecting traceability event data, enabling supply chain visibility, and enhancing recall

management,” Jones �nishes.

Terri Ghio, president of North American operations, FactoryEve, Irvine, CA, says many modern-day

consumers are demanding sustainable, organic, and non-genetically modi�ed foods and traceability can

prove to consumers that they are purchasing products that live up to these claims.

“Traceability can help by increasing oversight of the products’ lifecycle, which can reduce contamination,

disease, and spoilage, since items are tracked from the beginning. For companies, this can help reduce the

chance of product recall while increasing brand protection and consumer con�dence,” she notes.

“In the unfortunate event of a recall, traceability allows for all impacted foods to be removed from the

shelves to protect consumers, but also allows companies to target only the impacted products instead of

having to perform a broader, more expensive recall,” Ghio shares.

She says that smart solutions can greatly help with FDA’s New Era plan since it suggests that more

changes are going to be occurring in the food system over the next 10 years than we have seen over the

past several decades, thanks to the food system becoming more digitized.

“By digitizing more operations, companies can get ahead of their competitors while increasing company

transparency and product traceability. This new approach to food safety will leverage smart technology,

like Industry 4.0 solutions, to create safer and more traceable food systems for consumers,” Ghio predicts.

Shaman Ahuja, senior director and head, Axele, a division of Optym, Coppell, TX, says that traceability

helps to reduce contamination and spoilage of food products by tracking the food from “farm to table.”

“Traceability identi�es certain hazards that might make the food products unsafe for human or animal

consumption. For example, in May of this year, J. M. Smucker Company recalled multiple Jif brand peanut

butter types because of a Salmonella infection risk. This includes baked goods that use peanut butter as

an ingredient,” he says.

“The tainted peanut butter, sold across state lines, has made several people ill after eating the brand and

was traced back to a facility in Kentucky. Without the ability to trace food products, more people could

have become ill,” Ahuja explains.

The FDA’s New Era Plan requires traceability data in digital form. The Axele TMS collects data from

transportation processes and events and can send this data to other systems that would use it, he says.

“As for trucking and transportation processes, there are many types of track-and-trace software/solutions

being used to capture data and events. Electronic logging devices (ELDs) and telematics devices deliver

GPS-based tracking. There has been an increase in solutions that also rely on location tracking using

mobile applications running on the driver’s phone or tablet,” Ahuja notes.  

“The best types of solutions are those that factor in both types of technologies and ‘see’ the driver’s

schedule, because they factor in loading time, delays, idling times, and more to provide the most accurate

ETAs. Just knowing where the truck is does not accurately predict when it will arrive. Making sure trucks

arrive on time when delivering food products cuts down on spoilage, damage, and potential foodborne

diseases.” SF&WB

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: FoodLogiQ Connect enables supplier management, food safety compliance,

quality incident management, recall management, and whole chain traceability on a single cloud platform

built exclusively for the food industry, says Jones.

“Speci�cally for traceability, we have the Track + Trace product. Track + Trace is built on a foundation of

GS1 Standards, utilizing Key Data Elements (KDEs) and Critical Tracking Events (CTEs) to support

traceability across the food system.”

Top Features:

COMPANY: FoodLogiQ

WEBSITE: www.foodlogiq.com

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: The Axele TMS provides visibility as to the location of a truck. The TMS can

follow the truck throughout its daily route and capture all events that occur, says Ahuja.

“This way, food producers and distributors will know if something happened along the route, such as the

refrigerated truck broke down and the products were spoiled. The TMS can also monitor events related

to expiration dates, damaged goods, raw materials, �nished goods, etc.”

Axele o�ers a TMS for carriers that o�ers track and trace capabilities with the bene�ts of helping

understand where your drivers, assets, and loads are at all times. In addition, it helps carriers see the big

picture of what the workload and driver schedule looks like, so they can better understand where

opportunities exist to take on new deliveries and reduce out-of-route miles. Extending track and trace

visibility to your customer takes it to the next level and reduces the number of “where are you” driver

interruption calls and endless calls back and forth between the carrier and customer, he says.

Top Features:

COMPANY: Axele

WEBSITE: https://axele.com/

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: FactoryEye, an a�ordable Industry 4.0 solution for mid-sized manufacturers,

can help digitize more operations, says Ghio.

“The FactoryEye solution supports monitoring of the entire process to enable food and beverage

manufacturers to achieve objectives like digitization which consistently ensures that quality management

systems are �exible enough to comply with ever-changing plans like the FDA’s New Era plan,” she

explains.

COMPANY: FactoryEye

WEBSITE: https://factoryeye.magicsoftware.com/

Top Features:
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VAN DER GRAAF

SEE AD

www.vandergraaf.com/sf
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BUYER'S GUIDE

PREMIUM SPONSORSHIPS

Buyer's Guide Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our buyers guide.  For the complete list of companies and products,

go to www.snackandbakery.com/buyersguide
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